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Preamplifiers 
!  The preamp’s job is to amplify the microphone-level signal 

!  If every interface and console has built-in preamps, why use an 
outboard preamp? 
!  Built-in preamps have lower-quality circuitry and design. 
!  Dedicated preamps have better sound 

!  Better frequency response 
!  Clearer, cleaner sound overall 
!  Less interference hum from other devices or controls 

!  Each preamp has its own sound – engineers select preamps for 
their sonic color and how it reflects the music they are working 
with. 

!  Tube vs. Transistor (solid state) 
!  Tube is the traditional, vintage amp design. Known for its rich, warm 

sound and smooth-sounding distortion (even-order harmonics) 
!  Transistor distortion sounds harsher (odd-order harmonics) although 

some transistor amps have been designed to emulate tube distortion 



Preamplifiers 
Any amplifier 
converts a weak 
signal to a stronger 
signal: 

!  A preamp converts 
a mic level (weak) 
signal to a stronger 
line level signal. 

!  The mic signal is 
used to steer the 
amplifier’s valve 
(tube or transistor), 
which then controls 
the current from a 
stronger power 
supply – thus a 
stronger signal that 
matches the original 
signal. 



Price 

!  In preamps, you pay for quality, and there is a wide range. 

!  A mic preamp on a cheap interface costs ~$20. 

!  Outboard preamps can cost anywhere from $100 to thousands 
per channel. 

!  Expect to pay at least $300 for a single-channel preamp ($500 
for dual) that sounds noticeably better than a built-in interface 
preamp. 

!  For best-quality sound, expect to pay $1-3k. 



Controls 
!  Gain (aka Trim) 

!  Most preamps have about 60 dB of gain (some have even more for vintage ribbon 
mics or very quiet mic signals) 

!  Metering 
!  Either a meter or at least an overload indicator 

!  Input pad 
!  Attenuates the incoming mic signal (usually -10 or -20 dB) 
!  Keeps the signal from overloading the input circuitry of the preamp 
!  Use when capturing very loud sounds, i.e. drums or loud electric guitar 

!  Phase switch 

!  Phantom Power 

!  Filters – High Pass or more  

!  High-impedance (or Hi-Z) inputs – for Direct Input from an electric instrument 



Preamp Quality 

!  The preamp’s job is to amplify, period. Some preamps come 
with other controls like eq, compressors, limiters, etc. which is 
fine, but this is not what determines its quality. 

!  When you turn the gain way up, you shouldn’t start to hear hiss 
from the preamp. 
!  However, if you start to hear room noise and other ambient sounds, 

that’s great – you can work to eliminate them! 



Focusrite Red 1 

•  Extended high end, great clarity, and plenty of bass 
 
•  Great for acoustic guitar, vocals, also good for heavily distorted guitar 
 
•  Other preamps with a stronger midrange might be better for recording into 

busy mixes 

•  No longer available! 



Grace Design m801 

!  801 Introduced in 1995 and widely acclaimed since then. m801 released 
in 2003 

!  Description video 

!  Extremely flat frequency response – clean sound 

!  Ribbon mic button – boosts gain by 10 dB and cancels phantom power 

!  $4,595 



Avalon AD2022 

•  “Class A” circuit design (current is always running) – smoother response 

•  Noted for its great clarity and smooth sound. 

•  Variable mic impedance – some sound shaping possibilities 

•  62 dB gain 

•  Input and output controls for each channel 
•  $2970 



Control 24 
!  Don’t forget the preamps built in to the C24 

!  Focusrite Platinum Range preamps – very high quality, 
especially for built-in preamps! 



Neve 1071/1073 
!  Classic, vintage preamp; probably the most famous 

!  1071 has a 3-band Equalizer 

!  1073LB (on the right) is a re-release from Neve to fit the 
API Lunchbox portable rack 

!  Described as having a warm, clear sound 



API 312 & 512 

!  Two other classic preamps – as much 
of a cult status as the Neve 1073 

 
!  ~1970 

!  Especially suited to drums 

!  Fat low end due to the distortion in the 
old transformers 

!  Clear high end 



Golden Age Pre-73 
!  Modeled after the Neve 1073 

!  A bit of mid-range color 

!  Great sound for the price ($350), and lots of positive reviews 



FMR RNP (Really Nice Preamp) 
!  2 Channels 

!  66 dB of gain, lots of headroom (room for overload without 
distorting) 

!  Very versatile – clean sound that works well with many 
instruments and styles 

!  ~$475 



Other Preamps in the test: 

GP Electronics PML200E 
$4500 (2 channels) 

Mackie VLZ Mixer 
Built-in preamps 

API 3124+ 
Based on the classic 312, which has just as 
much cult status as the Neve 1073. 
$2715 (4 channels)  

SSL VHD 
$1679 (4 channels) 

ART Pro MPA II 
Tube amp, lots of bells&whistles 
$299 (2 channels) 


